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Surface-Acoustic-WaveDelay Lines and Transversal Filters, by WaguihS. /shak,H. Edward
Karrer,and WilliamR. Shreve Generatingand detecting minute ripples on the surtace of
a solid provides a way to delay andlor filter electronic signalsin a smallspace.
Surface-Acoustic-Wave Resonators, by Peter S. Crossand Scott S. E//iott By reflecting
acoustic waves back and forth on the surtace of a crvstal one can obtain resonantdevices
for frequenciesin the UHF range.
SAWR Fabrication, by RobertC. Bray and YenC. Chu fhe process used lo makesurfaceacoustic-waveresonatorsis similarin many ways to the processes used to make integrated
circuits
280-MHz Production SAWR, by Marek E. Mierzwinski and Mark E. Terrien /t's the ffsf
SAWcomponent designed for use in an HP instrument.
Physicaf Sensors using SAW Devices, by J. Fleming Dias Novel force and pressure
transducerssense the effectsof mechanicalsfress on surface wave velocitvand resonant
frequency.
Proximity Effect Correction by Means of Processing: Theory and Applications, by Paul
Rrssmanand Michael P.C. Watts Electronbeam lithographycan produce extremelyfine
geometriesif electron scatteringin target materialsis kept under control.
Monte Carlo Simulations for Electron Beam Exposures, by Armand P. Neukermansand
Steven G. Eaton A computer model of electron scatterinqaids researchinto this effect.
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In this Issue:
Most of this issue is about SAWs-not the cuttingkind, with teeth, but surface acoustic
wayes.Theseare likethe wavesor ripplesthat radiateoutwardsfromthe spotwherea pebble
is droppedinto a pond. Insteadof water,the surfaceacousticwaves describedin this issue
propagateon the surfaceof a solid,suchas a pieceof quartz.Of course,the atomsin the solid
don't move as much as the water moleculesdo; one can't even see these SAWs. But it turns
out that by guidingand controllingthesewaves,it's possibleto createelectroniccomponents
that performusefulfunctionsand have advantagesover other ways of performingthe same
functions^SAW devices include delay lines, filters, resonators,sensors for temperature,
pressure,force, or displacement,and variousexotic processingdevicessuch as correlatorsand convolvers.
The waves are called acousticnot becauseyou can hear them but becausethey are vibrationalratherthan
waves.Theiroperatingfrequenciesare by no meanslimitedto audiblefrequencies.SomeSAW
electromagnetic
devicesoperateIn the gigaherlzrange and find applicationsin sophisticatedradar systems.
The articlesin this issue representboth an introductionto SAW devicesand a discussionof the work being
Delay lines and liltersare describedin the articleon page 3, resonatorson
done on them at Hewlett-Packard.
page 9 and sensorson page 18. The article on page 11 discusseshow SAW resonatorsare made (many
integratedcircuitprocessingtechniquesare used) and the articleon page 15 tells about the first SAW device
used in an HP instrument,a 280-megahertzSAW resonator(picturedon this month'scover)that replacesa
quartzcrystalresonatorin the 85588 and 85684 SpectrumAnalyzers.AssociateeditorKen Shaw had a good
time editingthese articlesbecausehe wrote his doctoralthesismany yearsago on SAW devices.He's working
on anotherarticleon SAW signal processingfor an upcomingissue.
Amongthe integratedcircuittechniquessometimesused in makingSAWs is electronbeam lithography.Our
system.A factof
May 1981issuewas all aboutthistechnologyand HP'shigh-speed
electronbeamlithography
life in electronbeam lithographyis that electronsscatterwhen they hit a solidtarget,so when you try to expose
material,the
very fine lines (less than a micrometrewide) very close togetheron a layer of electron-sensitive
contourof a givenline may be affectedby the presenceof nearbylines.This is calledproximityeffect.On pages
21 and 24, lour Hewlett-Packardscientistsreport on researchinto methodsof controllingthis effect.
Decemberis our annualindexissue.You'llfind this year'sindexon pages28-32.
-R.P. Dolan
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DelayLinesand
Surface-Acoustic-Wave
TransversalFilters
Novel, simpleand compact electronicdevices can be
realized by exciting and detecting acoustic waves electrically
on the surtace of a solid. Technologicaladvances in lowloss delay linesand bandpass filtersare discussed.
by Waguih S. lshak, H. Edward Karrer and William R. Shreve

URFACE WAVES are familiar to anyone who has
thrown a pebble into a pond and watched the concentric ripples emanate from the splash. These
waves carry energy outward from the splash at a velocity
dependent on the properties of the medium and the magnitude of the restoring force, in this case water and gravity.
An observant person on the shore would notice that a cork
floating on the surface would follow an elliptical path in a
vertical plane as the wave passed [Fig. 1a). An observer,
perhaps a fish, at the bottom of a deep pond would not feel
these waves since they are confined to a surface layer about
one wavelength thick.
Surface waves also can exist on solids. These waves were
first analyzed by Lord Rayleigh in 1885.1 His work
explained one of the classic problems of geology in the last
century, that is, how to locate an earthquake by interpreting
seismogram recordings from several locations. Rayleigh
showed that an earthquake not only generates longitudinal
(compressional) and transverse (shear) waves which tend to
follow chordal paths through the earth, but also surface
waves which travel at a slower velocity around the earth's
circumference. The surface waves are guided by the stressfree boundary between the earth and its atmosphere. These
waves cause the largest ground motion in an earthquake.
During this century, surface waves were extensively
studied by the Russian scientist Viktorov.2 He showed that
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Fig. 1. The amplitude of the motion of particles in a medium
disturbed by the passage of a surface wave decreases with
the depth of the particle below the surface. ln a liquid (a) the
motion at the surface is in the opposlte direction from motion
in a solid (b).

surface waves on a solid have a surface particle motion that
is retrograde elliptical and opposite to the motion of a
particle caused by a surface wave on water [Fig. 1). He also
showed that the amount of particle motion falls off exponentially with depth below the surface.
A real breakthrough came in 1965 when White and Voltmer discovered an easy way to generate and detect surface
acoustic waves (hereafter abbreviated SAWs) in the
laboratory.3 They used metallic interdigital transducers
(IDTs) deposited in a vacuum on a piezoelectric substrate
(Fig. z). In an IDT the fingers are spaced by tr/2 where tr:v/f.
Here f is the excitation frequency, v is the surface wave
velocity, and tr is the wavelength.
When an alternating voltage of frequency f is applied to
the IDT, an electric field is created between adjacent fingers. A strain field is also generated because of the electromechanical interaction in the piezoelectric substrate.
This strain field is an imprint of the IDT and propagates
away from the IDT in both directions as a surface wave. The
surface wave can be detected by a second remote IDT as the
SAW passes through it because the surface wave canies
with it an electric field via the piezoelectric effect which
generates a voltage between adjacent IDT fingers.
This advance in SAW excitation initiated a new wave of
interest in SAW devices to capitali.ze on their novel properties. Such devices are small because surface-wave velocities
are typically 3000 metres per second, five orders of magnitude slower than electromagnetic waves. The IDT is a
planar structure that can be made with a single metallization step. Advances in microelectronic fabrication and
photolithography brought about by the booming semiconductor industry were immediately applicable to the emerging SAW technology. The growing research led to new
piezoelectric materials and material cuts optimized for particular requirements such as temperature stability or large
fractional bandwidth.
The advance of SAW technology can be traced in more
detail by the interested reader who examines some review
articles, special issues oftechnical publications, and books
published in the field.a-s
Delay-Line Filters
Delay-line filters were among the first SAW components
to be used in circuits. The impulse response of these filters
can be accurately controlled in both amplitude and phase,
and their nondispersive nature leads to a linear change of
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Fig.3. Equivalentcircuitfot an interdigitalsurface-acousticwavetransducer(lDT).

(a)

phase with frequency. It is even possible to distort the
filter's phase response intentionally to compensate for
phaseshifts in matching networks or other circuit components.
The key element in SAW filter design is the interdigital
transducer;it couples the electrical signal to the acoustic
waveform and therebydeterminesthe filter impedanceand
frequencyresponse.The transducercan be modeled by the
equivalentcircuit in Fig. 3. Fora transducerconsisting ofN
pairs of electrodesNA wavelengthslong, these circuit elements are
Co : NN6\ (eo+eo)
G : Go [sin(x)/x],
B : Go [sin(zx)-zx]/(zxz)
Go : Bk2v, (eo+eo)N2N6
x : rr(f-flJN/f1

Fig. 2. (a) Basic configuration for a surface-acoustic-wave
delay line. The absorbing layer at each end reduces reflec'
tions from the edges of the substrate.(b) Scanning electron
microscope photograph of a section of a typical interdigital
transducet at 2300 x. The varying lengths (apodization)of the
electrodes are chosen for a desired response.

where tr1is the wavelength at the transducer'scenter frequency f1,eo is the effective dielectric constant of the substrate,eois that of air, k2 is the piezoelectriccoupling coefficient of the substrate,f is the frequency and v, is the
acoustic velocity under the transducer (the effects of
mechanical reflections from the transducer electrodesare
neglected in these expressions).Note that the transducer
conductanceG is not constantwith frequency.This variation largely determinesthe filter frequencyresponse.If the
Iengths of the electrodes are varied (a technique called
transducer apodization, see Fig. 2b), the frequency responsecan be tailored to a given application.
Initially, the use of SAW devicesto provide filtering was
limited by the properties of the conventional interdigital
transducer.The transduceris inherently a three-portdevice

RF

Fig. 4. Configuration for a SAW
delay line using three-phase unidirectional lDTs. Multilayer metallization is required because some
conductors musl pass over other
conductors in this design.
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with one electrical port and two acousticports' In the conventional filter arrangement[Fig. 2) the power is divided by
the launching transducer.Half is sent toward an absorber
and half propagatestoward the output. At the output transducer, some of the signal (at most half) is delivered to the
load, somepassesthe transducerand is absorbed,and some
is reflected.Thus the minimum loss,6 dB, is achievedwhen
the electrical ports are perfectly matched.
Unfortunately, this matching condition also maximizes
the reflection from the transducer. When the signal reflected by the output IDT reachesthe input IDT pafi of it is
reflectedback to the output. The doubly reflectedsignal is
detected at the output and causespassbandripple. This
triple-transit signal can only be reduced by mismatching
the transducer.For a delay line with identical transducers,
this can be expressedsimply in terms of the normalized
conductanceg:GZtwhereZl,is the load impedance.The
ratio of the single-transit signal amplitude to the input
signal amplitude is
2g
single-transit -_
(l+g)t
input
and the ratio of the triple-transit signal to the input is
triple-transit _
input
the triple-transit
When the transducer is matched (glf),
signal amplitude approaches one-quarter of the singletransit signal amplitude. This corresponds to 4 dB of ripple
on a nominal 6-dB-loss filter.
One solution to this problem of having either high insertion loss or significant ripple is to use unidirectional hansducers to couple all of the electrical energy into a single
acoustic wave. This eliminates one acoustic port and
thereby reduces the ideal minimum loss to 0 dB. Since there
are only two ports, the SAW delay line can be perfectly
matched and reflections can be eliminated. Unidirectional
transducers are made with phased arrays of electrodes, usually three or four electrodes per wavelength as shown in
Fig. a. This design complicates the fabrication process by
introducing multiple layers of metallization and compli-

Substrate

cates the electrical matching by requiring multiphase excitation voltages. However, most integrated circuits also require multilayer metallization so the SAW fabrication problem is not severe. On the other hand, the matching requirements limit filter bandwidth and increase the component
count. Three or four reactive elements are required at each
end of the three-phase transducer in Fig. 4.
Another design achieving unidirectional operation uses
pairs of bidirectional transducers spaced by one-quarter
wavelength and driven 90 degrees out of phase. The waves
from the pairs add in one direction and cancel in the other.
Sets of these pairs can be combined to give the desired
frequency response. As shown in Fig. 5, multilayer metallization can be eliminated by running the ground electrode
between the groups. In general, two components are required to generate the phase shift and match this transducer. However, in practice a single inductor can be used.
The major drawbacks of this type of unidirectional transducer are the extra loss introduced by the meandering
ground and the presence of extra passbands introduced by
the periodicity of the groups.
SAW filters can give more rapid rolloff from passband to
sidelobe floor than any other type of UHF* filter. There are a
number of techniques to give the desired shape factor (the
ratio of 40-dB bandwidth to 3-dB bandwidth), bandwidth,
and sidelobe level with minimum insertion loss and complexity, but these specifications are linked. Small shape
factors and low sidelobes require long transducers that increase substrate size and progagation loss. Filter bandwidth
is limited by the acoustic Q as set by the crystal's piezoelectric coupling coefficient. On ST-cut a-quartz, the material
used for stable operation over temperature, the maximum
fractional bandwidth that can be achieved without additional loss is about 3/o. On a stronger coupling material like
LiNbO3 (lithium niobate) the limit is about 2o1o, bfi
matching unidirectional transducers over a bandwidth of
more than 5% can be difficult.
SAW filters have unique capabilities and will be found in
an increasing number of military and commercial systems.
When designing SAW devices into circuits, it is prudent
not to overstate one's requirements since a particularly
stringent requirement may force compromises in other
. Ultrahighlrequency,the range from 300 MHz 1o3000 N,4Hz.

Fig. 5. Configuration for a SAW
delay line using grouqly7e uni'
directional lDTs. This design
eliminatesthe need for multilayer
metallizationby using a meandering ground electrode pattern as
shown.
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specifications.For example,fractionalbandwidths exceeding about 5% lead to insertion loss above7 dB or passband
ripple exceeding 1 dB. Sidelobe levels more than 40 dB
below the passbandand shapefactors less than 2:1 lead to
higher insertion loss and a maximum bandwidth of a few
percent.Therefore,filter specificationsfor particular applications should be considered carefully in light of the
tradeoffs that exist.
Bandpass Filter Design
SAW bandpassfilters with a fractional bandwidth of Iess
than 5% can be accurately synthesized using a deltafunction model. Each gap between electrodesof different
phasesis modeled by an impulse whose amplitude is proportional to the electrodes' active overlap at the gap, A
computer program has been written to model both bidirectional and unidirectional SAW IDTs. The program runs on
an HP 1000 Computer and has been tested extensively for
varicus filter configurations,
Inputs to the program are center frequency, bandwidth
and apodization functions. A library of apodization functions is included to achieve various frequency responses.
The program representsthe impulse responseat each gap
location by a delta function and then computesthe Fourier
transform to get the frequencyresponse.The user can iterate the input parametersto achieve the desired frequency
characteristicsfor each transducer and then, upon command, the program calculatesand plots the combinedfilter
responsein the desired format.
To verify the design conceptsembodied in the program,
an experimental SAW filter was built at Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories. The filter consisted of two conventional
bidirectional transducerswith a center frequency of 32t
MHz. The synthesisprogram generatedthe optimum transducer configuration and the filter was fabricatedon a 2.5mm-squaresubstrateof Y-cut, Z-propagatingLiNbO3.Fig. 6
showsthe frequencyresponseof such a filter which is in fair
agreementwith the model. Table I compares the design
parameterswith the actualvalues.The combination of high
insertion loss (>10d8) and ripples (>1dB) necessitated
using another schemefor the IDTs.
As discussedearlier, severalmethods exist for realizing
unidirectional IDTs. Group-type unidirectional transducers (GUDTs) like those in Fig. 5 were chosen for several
reasons.roFirst, they require only one layer of metallization

Table I
Comparison
of Theoreticaland Actual Parameters
for 321-MHzSAWFilter
Parameter
Center frequency
IMHz)
Insertion loss
(dB)
3-dB bandwidth
(MHz)
Ripples (dB)

Design Value

Actual Value

321,.4

321..4

<10

11.0 (matched)
14.2 funmatched)

>10

18

<0.5

1.2 (matched)
0.8 (unmatched)
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Flg.6. Frequencyresponseof a 321-MHzSAWfilterusing
bidirectionallDTs.Thedeslgnwasgeneratedby a computer
programdevelopedat HP Laboratories.
which makes fabrication easy. Second,the minimum dimension is one-quarterwavelength, allowing frequencies
up to L GHz on LiNbO3 beforethe dimensionsbecomefine
enough to make fabrication difficult. Third, matching and
phase shifting networks are much simpler than those required for three-phaseunidirectional transducers.
The design program was modified to model GUDTs.The
modified program yields the matching network and the
optimum hansducer aperture (length of the finger electrodes) to achieve both matching and unidirectionality.
This is done by using the equivalentcircuit shown in Fig. 3
for each phaseand requiring that the transducerinput impedancebe equal to the source impedance and that equal
power (with 90'phase shift) be deliveredto eachphase.The
program was testedand proved to be accuratein predicting
the frequency responseof GUDT filters.ll
To test the accuracy of the model, several filters were
built with identical transducers.The agreementbetween
the predicted and measuredfrequencyresponseswas good
as demonstratedby the resultsfor a 650-MHzfilter in Fig. 7.
These results also illustrate the characteristic multiple
passbandresponseof GUDTs causedby the periodicity of
the groups.
In practical filters, the sizes of the groups in the two
transducersare not the same.The extra passbandsof one
transducer align with minima in the second transducer's
response.Thus, the extra bands are suppressedin the composite filter response.Matching the transducerswith inductors further reducesthese spurious responses.In most
cases,the extra bands are at least 35 dB below the main
passbandlevel.
The output of the design program is fed into another
program to generatethe final pattern generator tape for
production of the photomask.In this program,the electrode
positions are combined with bonding-pad locations to define the entire filter chip. After receiving and inspecting the
completed mask, the filters are fabricatedusing the procedure described in the box on page 11 except that no
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Fig.7. Frequency responseof a 650-MHzGIJDTfilter with
identicaltransducers.Note the extra passbandscaused by
the group periodicity. (a) Model prediction. (b) Experimental
result.
reactive-ion-etching step is required. These devices are
then tested using an HP Model Bb07A Network Analyzer.
Experimental Results
Several designs for GUDT filters at frequencies ranging
from 300 to 750 MHz have been studied. The piezoelectric
material used for its high electromechanical coupling factor
was 12Bo rotated Y-cut, X-propagating LiNbOe. The frequency response of one of these filters is shown in Fig. B.
The matching and 90" phase shift for each transducer were
obtained with a single 4-turn airwound 2-mm-diameter
coil. The figure shows the agreement between the model
and experiment over an octave bandwidth, the degree of
suppression of the extra bands achieved from a careful
choice of transducer groups, and the sidelobe suppression
caused by the matching coils. The filter insertion loss is 5.4
dB at the center frequency of 364 MHz, and the out-of-band
reiection is better than 40 dB.
In Fig. Bc the response is shown using expanded scales

Fig. 8. Frequencyresponse of a typical GUDT SAW
bandpass filter. lnsertton/oss is 5.4 dB. (a) Model prediction.
(b) Experimentalresult. (c) Expanded display of the filter response shown in (b). The bandwidth is 10.8 MHz and the
ripplesin the group delay are less than 20 ns.
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(0.1dB) to indicatehow flat the responseis. The passband
ripples are smallerthan 0.01 dB. Also, we notice that ripples in the group delay are less than 20 ns over the entire
10.8-MHzbandwidth of the filter.
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Surface-Acoustic-Wave
Resonators
by PeterS. Cross and Scott S. Elliott
SURFACE-ACOUSTIC-WAVE(SAW) delay line
(seearticleon page3) can be convertedinto a high-Q
resonatorfilter by enclosing the interdigital transducers (IDTs) with two periodic arrays of grooves as shown
in Fig. 1. Each array acts as an efficient reflector of surface
waves over a band of frequencies determined by the groove
period and depth. When two such anays are placed near
each other, a Fabry-Perot (laser-type) resonator is formed.l
Grating Reflectors
Because of its complex particle motion, a surface wave
largely decomposes into reflected longitudinal and shear
waves when incident upon an abrupt surface discontinuity
such as a crystal edge. Therefore, to reflect surface waves
back as surface waves efficiently, it is necessary to use an
array of a large number of small periodic surface perturbations (typically shallow etched grooves) as shown in Fig. 2.
Each edge of a groove has a small reflection coefficient r
which is proportional to the groove depth. The efficiency of
conversion into bulk modes is proportional to 12and is thus
negligible for r<(1. At the frequency where the grating
period is half the surface acoustic wavelength, the reflections from all N grooves in the array add coherently to give a
power reflection coefficient p:161[z(2Nr). Thus R approaches unity as Nr is made large. The transmission coefficient T is just the complement of R (equal to 1-R).
To calculate the reflection coefficient as a function of
frequency, the grating can be modeled as a periodically
mismatched transmission line as shown in Fig. 3.2 The
ridge and groove regions are characterized by acoustic admittances Yo and Yr, respectively. Thus, there is a reflection
at each edge caused by the admittance discontinuity. Also
included in the model is a reactive element iB that is associated with evanescent bulk modes that are localized at

Fig. 1. Two-portsufiace-acoustic-waveresonator.Thearrays
of grooves at each end reflect the surface waves excited by
the input lDT. The reflected waves consttuctively add at a
frequency largely determined by the periodicity ol the
grooves.

Fig,2, Slmp/esurface-wavereflectorusing a periodic array ol
grooves etched to a depth h in the surface. R ls the reflection
coefficientand f ls the transmissioncoefficientfor an incident
surface wave.
each groove edge. The main consequence of this reactive
energy is to shift the frequency f. at which the peak reflection occurs. Since the magnitude of B is proportional to 12
(and hence to the groove depth h squared), f. and the resulting resonator center frequency fo shift as a function of h.
Thus, although this effect makes it essential to maintain
good groove depth uniformity across a substrate, groove
depth adjustment can also be used to trim the frequency of a
completed resonator.
The magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient of a
grating are shown in Fig. 4. The frequency dependence of
the magnitude is very similar to a sin x/x function, but with
a broadened and flattened central lobe whose width is
proportional to r. The reflection phase has a nearly constant
slope inside the main lobe and a sawtooth behavior in the
sidelobe regions. The constant slope near the center frequency is mathematically equivalent to assuming that the
distributed reflection from the grooves originates from a
plane minor located a fixed distance Ln/Brinside the grating (tr, : wavelength at f.).3 As a result, the behavior of

Fig.3, Equivalent circuit model for a grating reflector
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the reflection grating can be considered to be the same as
that of a localized plane mirror when making first-order
calculations of resonator properties.
The effect of the gratings on delay-line response is shown
in Fig. 5. Without the gratings, the delay line has a (sin x/x)2
response (for unapodized IDTs) with a relatively high insertion loss because the IDTs are weakly coupled to the substrate intentionally in a resonator configuration (Fig. 5a).
With the addition of the gratings, the reflected surface
waves make several passes through the cavity thereby increasing the effective coupling to the IDTs at resonance.
The result is a narrow, Iow-insertion-loss peak that rises out
of the delay-line response (Fig. 5b)'
In the vicinity of the resonant peak, SAW resonators
tSAWRs) are accurately modeled by a series RLC circuit as
shown in Fig. 6.a The devices can have either one or two
transducers and therefore have either one or two electrical
ports as indicated. The one-port configuration has an
equivalent circuit consisting of a series RLC branch shunted

A
-r

_l_
-TI
)\12

(b)

355

Frequency (MHz)

of a 350'MHzSAWdelayline.
Fig.5. (a)Frequencyresponse
By addinggratingreflectorsat eachend,a resonantpeakis
(b)'
obtainedat thecenterfrequency
by C6,the static capacitanceof the IDT. This is identical to
the equivalentcircuit of a bulk crystalresonator'In practice,
the reactanceof the static capacitanceoften must be compensatedby using an externalinductor to ensurethat oscilIation at spurious frequenciesdoes not occur. In the twoport configuration, the static capacitanceindividually
shuntsthe input and output ports but not the resonantRLC
arm. Thus, there is usually no necessityto compensateCe
when using a two-port SAWR.
The ultimate performanceof a SAW resonatoris limited
by the various cavity loss mechanismswhich include viscous damping in the substrate,mode conversion in the
gratingsand resistiveloss in the electrodes.Most of the loss
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Fig.6. Crysta/resonatorgeometries and equivalent circuits. (a)
One-port, bulk-acoustic-waveresonator. (b) One-Port surface'
acoustic-waveresonator. (c)
Two-po rt surface-acou stic-wave
resonator.

mechanismsvary directly with the geometricalfeaturesof
the deviceand can be minimized by proper design.Viscous
damping, however, cannot be eliminated and is therefore
the fundamental limitation to resonator Q and insertion
loss. The attenuation due to viscous damping increasesas
the square of the resonant frequency and causes the
maximum achievable Q to fall at higher frequencies as
shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore,if there is a restriction placed
on the total allowable device length L, the Q also falls off at
low frequenciesbecauseof increasedtransmissionthrough
the shortergratings.Thus, the Q of SAWRstypicallyfalls in
the range of Soooto 1oo,ooo.
The minimum resonantresistancefor a single-moderesonator is plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. B on page
14. The curves are essentiallyinverted replicas of the qcurves in Fig. 7 except that the minimum resistancerises
very rapidly (as f'"; at higher frequencies.The rapid rise
occurs because,in addition to increasedviscous damping,
there are constraintson the minimum IDT metal thickness
and groove depth (takenas 30 nm in Fig. B) obtainablein a
practical situation. These constraintslimit the transducer
size (and coupling strength) allowable for single-mode
operation which in turn causeshigh values of resonant
resistancefor frequenciesabove 1 GHz.

o
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f

1000

10,000
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Frequency
Fig. 7. Unloaded Q yersus frequency as a function of the
length L of a quartz surface-acoustic-waveresonator.

(continuedon page 13)

SAWR Fabrication
by RobertC. Bray and Yen C. Chu
To be competitiveeconomically,surface-acoustic-wave
resonators(SAWRs)must be fabricatedusing standard photolithographicand thin-filmtechniques.A completedeviceconsistsof
aluminumthin-filminterdigital
transducers(lDTs)that are preciselypositionedwith respectto an arrayof etchedgroorreson the
polished surface of a piezoelectricquartz crystal. In the UHF
range (300 to 3000 MHz) where SAWRsfind most applications,
the patternshave linewidthsof a few mlcrometres
or less (e.9.,
1-pm-widelinesand spacescorrespondto a resonantfrequency
of about 800 MHz). Thus, the fabricationprocess described
below(seeFig.1) was devisedto allowdefinition
of the lDTsand
gratingsby a single,high-resolution
photolithographic
step to
avoid difficult,if not impossible,patternalignments.
The processstartswith a highlypolished5-cm-diameter,
0.5mm-thick wafer substrateof single-crystalquartz on which a
numberof devicescan be fabricatedsimultaneously.
Thewaferis
cut fromthe crystalbouleat a preciseanglethatis chosento give
a zero delaytemperaturecoefficientat a given temperature.The
backsideof the waferis roughenedto reducespecularreflection
of any bulk acoustrcwaves that may be excited by the surface
wave transoucer.
Becausethe polishedsurfaceand the crystallinestructureof
the substrateare important,the wafers are inspected before
processingbeginsby etchingthe quartzsurfaceslightlyso that
any crystaldefects are delineated.
The photolithographyis done using standard photoresistprocessingwiththe maskto-walerpatterntransferdone by using an
aligner that brings the wafer and mask into iniimate conracr,
Linewidthvariationsmust be kept within5olodcr.oSS
the wafer to

reduce the spread in resonantfrequenciesto an acceptable
tolerance.Becausethe quartzis so highlypolishedand the patterned lines are so narrow,adhesionof the photoresistis often a
problem.To promoteadhesionand to reducereflections
during
exposure,a 5-nm-thick
titaniumlayeris firstdepositedby electron
beam deposition.
Afterpainstaking
cleaning,a 0.4-g.m
thicklayerof photoresist
is
spun on the wafer.The negativeimageof the interdigital
transducer and grating patternsis defined by contact exposure.To
facilitategood liftingafter the aluminumevaporationlater,the
p h o t o r e s i s it s g i v e n a n o v e r h a n gs t r u c t u r e( F i g . 2 ) w i t h a
chlorobenzine
soak beforedevelopment.
Afterdevelopment
the
exposedportionof the underlyingtitaniumis etchedaway,leaving freshareasof the quartzsurfacefor the aluminumdeposition.
Afterthe photoresist
is baked,copper-dopedaluminumis depositedat a veryslowrateto a preciselycontrolled
finalthickness.
Aluminumischosenasthemetallization
inthe IDTregionbecause
its acousticimpedancecloselymatchesthat of quartz.Reflectionsfromfingersof anyothermetalwouldbe unacceptably
large
for a high-QSAWR.Copper doping is used to strengthenthe
aluminumand preventmetalmigration
thatis observedat the high
powerdissipationdesirablefor low-phase-noise
oscillators.
The remainingphotoresrstis softenedand liftedoff the surface
of the wafer by soakingthe wafer in acetone.This removesthe
unwantedaluminumlayeroverlyingthe resist,leavingbehindthe
desired patternon the quartzsurface.Thenthe wafer is covered
witha new layerof photoresist
whichis patternedand developed
to protectthe IDTregionsfromfurtheretching.Usingtheexposed
partsof the aluminumpatternfor a mask,the gratingreflector
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Fig, 1, Fabrication process for SAWresonators

Fig,2, Scanning electron microscopephotograph of photoresist pattern showing overhang structure desired for good
aluminum liftoffp atterning.
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grooves are etched into the quartz wrth a CFal02reactive ion
etching(RlE)process,Good controlof all processparameters
(pressure,gas flow ratesand RF power)is the key to uniform,
repeatablegroove etching. After the grooves are etched the
exposedaluminumis removedand thenthe resistprotectingthe
lDTs is stripped.
Gold bonding pads are requiredfor making contactto the
interexternalworld. To avoid the formationof gold-aluminum
transitionlayersare demetalliccompounds,titanium-platrnum
positedbetweenthe lDTsand the surfaceof the bondingpads.
At this oointin the orocessthe devicesare functionaland can
be testedto determinethe averageresonantfrequencyon the
wafer.The resonantfrequencyis highlysensitiveto IDT metal
thicknessand gratinggroovedepth. For example,an 800-MHz
SAWRdesignedwithaluminumfingers45-nmthickvariesby 500
kHz or 620 ppm in centerfrequencyas the IDT metalthickness
variesbetween40 and 50 nm, Forthisreason,it ls usuallynecessaryto trimthe devicesto achieveacceptableyieldsfor an inital
frequencyspecification
of !50 kHz or better,This trimmingis
accomplishedby placingthe entirewaferback intothe RIEsys-
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tem and usingthe IDT metallization
as a mask.As a result,the
lDTs are eftectivelyraised up on quartz pedestalswhich increasesthe storedenergyin the IDT regionand lowersthe resonant frequency.l
Next the wafer is sawed into individualdevices which are
cleanedand heat treated.The individualSAWRscan now be
given a finalfrequencytrim beforepackaging.
The finishedchips are ribbon bondedto a thick-filmground
planeon a ceramicsubstrate,
and wire bondedto the connector
pins.A nickellid is brazedon afterheattreatmentin vacuum.

SAWRsversusBulk-Acoustic-Wave
Resonators
Althoughfundamental-mode
SAW oscillatorsaresometimes compared to multiplied bulk-acoustic-wave [BAW)
oscillators at the same frequency, SAW and BAW resonators address different frequency ranges and thus are
not directly competing technologies. BAW crystals are useful in the range of 100 kHz to 50 MHz for the fundamental
resonance mode. They are limited in frequency on the low
end by large size and high loss. Because fundamental-mode
crystals must be cut to a thickness of one-half wavelength,
they are limited at the high-frequency end by the fragility of
the thin crystal. Mechanical overtones of odd order may be
used to extend the useful frequency range to around 300
MHz, but problems with'unwanted nearby modes become
severe.
SAW resonators begin to be useful right where BAW
devices are limited (at 50 MHz) and span the frequency
range up to about 1 GHz. Large size is again the limiting
factor on the low end; at 50 MHz, one SAW resonator occupies an entire S-cm-diameter quartz wafer. At 1 GHz, the
dimensions for the IDT fingers and grooves become prohibitively small for photolithographic processing
techniques. Devices have been demonstrated up to 2.6 GHz
using submicrometre electron-beam lithography.s The Ioss
caused by material viscosity increases rapidly with frequency and dominates at frequencies above 1 GHz.
Typical parameters of interest for one-port SAWRs and
BAWRs are compared in Table I. Above 1 MHz, the unloaded Q in either case falls off with frequency. The circuit
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parameters R' and C6 are comparable for both types of
resonators. Bulk-wave crystals exhibit better performance
in the areas of temperature stability and long-term stability.
The AT-cut of quartz supports bulk waves that have a nearzero temperature coefficient at room temperature with variations ofabout + 5 ppm in the 0"to 55"C range. Therecently
developed SC-cut offers still better performance.6 The best
temperature stability to date for SAW devices occurs for the
ST-cut of quartz. The temperature drift is a parabolic function with a zero linear temperature coefficient near 25oC
fdepending on the exact cut angles with respect to the
crystal axes). The quadratic temperature coefficient is approximately +35x10-e per 'C squared away from the
turnover temperature, corresponding to a drift of -r15 ppm
over a range of o" to 55'C.
Temperature-controlled, bulk-wave crystal oscillators
are usually chosen for precision frequency applications
because of the extremely good long-term stability (aging
rate) of BAW resonators. Aging drifts of less than 0.1 ppm
per year are obtainable. SAW resonators typically age at
rates between 1 and 10 ppm/year.
One of the major advantages of SAW devices is the easy
access to the acoustical energy along the signal path. It is
possible to choose the shape of the frequency response and
placement of the spurious modes by correct positioning of
the transducer electrodes and grating grooves. Access to the
surface waves also allows for a two-port, resonator-filter
design (Fig. 1). Because the capacitance between the two
IDTs is low, high rejection occurs away from the resonant
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are a result of the maturity of that technology. SAW resonatorshavebeenintroduced only recently in the manufacturing environment (see box on page 15), BAWRs and
SAWRs are about the same size, but the latter can be fabricated by planar, photolithographic processingtechniques
(seebox on page 11), as opposedto the careful machining
and polishing processesrequired for BAWRs. With continued processdevelopmentand growing demand,it is our
belief that SAW resonatorswill soonbe as inexpensiveand
numerous as their BAW counterparts.
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Fig,8. Minimum resonantseriesresrstanceversusfrequency
for a single-mode quartz SAWR as a function of device
length L.
frequency, eliminating the need for external filters in oscilIator design.
The low cost and high availability of bulk-wave crystals

SAW Oscillators
SAW resonatorsare used primarily as frequency-control
devices in oscillators. The advantagesof using a SAWR
rather than alternativefrequency-controllingschemes(e.9.
LC circuits, coaxial delay lines and metal cavity resonators)
are high Q, Iow seriesresistance,small size and good frequencystability. Theseattributesallow the designof small,
highly stable oscillators of high spectral purity in the 50
MHz to 1 GHz range.
The designof oscillatorsusing bulk-wave resonatorswas
discussedin a previous HP ]ournal article.TIt was noted
therein that frequency multiplication iauses phase noise
and sidebands to increase by 20 dB for every decade of
multiplication. To achievelow phasenoisein the 50 MHz to
7 GHz range, it may thus be advantageous to use a
fundamental-mode,SAW-controlled oscillator rather than
the usual multiplied output of a crystal'controlled oscillator. As an addedbenefit,fewer partsareneededbecauseof
the elimination of the multiplying circuitry.
The most commonly used SAWR oscillators are of the
common-emitter(or Pierce)type and the common-basetype
as illushated in Fig. 9. This figure depicts oscillatorsusing
(continuedon page 16)

Table I
(BAWRs),
Comparison
(SAWRs)and bulk-acoustic-wave
of surface-acoustic-wave
resonators
resonators

Lowa,b
fo (MHz)
Q
R1(())"

1
2 lo 20xl0s

10 to 300

Mediumb

Low

High

50

50

500

1000

B to 20x104

B to 15x104

12 to z0x70r

I to 10xLur

25 to 100

25 to 100

25 to 50
10 to 20

20 to 50

1 0 0t o 2 5 0

^grn8 [ppm/yearj
Maxrmum Power
Dissipation (dBm)
AtiAl for 0" to 55AJ (ppm)

0 . 0 1t o 5
-15

1

2to4

1.Ioz

1to10
-20

3I
=

=5-

1

Medium

10

4toB

-10

Hig6a'u

1 to 10x 1.0s

Lo [PrJ

Size (cm)

One-PortSAWR
Frequency

BAWR
Frequency

Parameter

<1

5

IJ_

'1.

<1

Notes:
a. Data provided by E. Morgan and T. Schuyler, Colorado Crystal Inc., and f. Holrnbeck, Northern Engineering,Inc.
b. Data provided by I.A. Kusters,Hewlett-PackardCo.
c. R' is very temperaturedependent for BAWRs. Data is for 25"C.
d. AT-cut quartz
e. ST-cut qua,rtz
f. Maximum power dissipation is closely related to long-term stability so this value may have to be reduced to approach
the very low aging rates of BAWRs.
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280-MHz Production SAWR
by MarekE. Mierzwinskiand MarkE. Terrien
HP's SantaRosaTechnologyCenterhas recentlyintroduced
resonator(SAWR)dethe first productionsurface-acoustic-wave
instrument,l
The SAWRis a
velopedfor use in a HewletfPackard
single-port,
dual{ransducerdevice(see Fig. 1) resonantat 280
MHz (f6) with a typical packaged Q of 18,000and a typical
spuriousresponseof -8.5 dB at f0=300kHz.
Althoughthe individualprocessingstepsrequiredto manufacresonatorare
ture, test, and package a surface-acoustic-wave
similarto thoserequiredto producesemiconductor
devices,the
unique propertiesassociatedwith a surface-wavedevice did
problems.Theprocessingsteps,the
createmanymanufacturing
test procedures,
and the packagingschemewereall developed
so that the resonatorwould be an easily fabricated,pricecompetitivedrop-inreplacementfor an overtonebulk-wavecrystal resonator.
for thisdevicewas as a directreplaceTheoriginalapplication
mentfor a bulk-wavecrystalresonatorusedat its 11thovertone.
The device was put into a hermeticallysealed,nickel-plated
packagethat had a standardcrystalconfiguration
(Fig,2). This
device is supportedby a gold ribbon bonded to two 1-mmweldto a
diameterpinsand is sealedin nitrogenwrtha resistance
.l0-8
hermeticityleak rate less than
standardcc of heliumper
second.
is extremelyimportantin the assemblyand sealing
Cleanliness
process because any conductiveparticleslarger than 2 p.m in
diametercan potentiallyshortadjacenttransducerelectrodefingers.The devicecannotbe passivatedsincethe SAWenergyis
layerwould
confinedto the surfaceof the quartz.A passivation
increasethe insertion
lossand lowerthe Q by dampingthe wave.
Evena monolayerof certaintypesof residuealtersthe electrical
performanceby an unacceptableamount.Thus,all the processThe
ing and testingmust be done in a very clean environment.
delicate,thin, aluminumtransducerelectrodepatternvvillnot
allow vigorous cleaning to remove contaminationonce it is
introduced.
The SAWRsare operatedas one-portdevicesby bondingthe
two interdigital
transducers(lDTs)in parallel.Theycan be modeled with the equivalentcircuitshownin Fig. 6 on page 10. All
devicesmust meetthe followingspecifications:
Parameter
Resonant
Frequency
{6 (MHz)

Minimum

279,860

Typical

280.000

;\-

Jr\-

Jr

Fig. 1. Microphotographof HP 280-MHz one-portsurtaceacoustic-wave resonator.
50-ohmsystemusingan HP 1000Computerthat controlsan HP
Model 8410 NetworkAnalyzerand an HP Model 86604 FrequencySynthesizer
viaan HP-lBinterface.
Becauseof thedifficulties in wafer processingard the stringentcenterfrequencyrequirements,
53ol"of the devicesare rejectedbeforethe packagpacking state.85% of the remainingdevicesare successfully
aged and go into stock.The absolutemaximumcontinuousRF
powerdissipation
is +3 dBm.The packageddeviceseasilywithstandthe 309 shockand 75'C maximuminternaloperatingtemperatureteststo which HP instrumentsare subjected.
This SAWRwas originallydesignedas a pin-for-pinreplacementfor a harmonicbulk-wave
oscillator
crystalln a Colpitts-type
usedin the HP ModelB55BBand 8568ASpectrumAnalyzersThe
feedbackpath from a
device providesa frequency-controlled
The
capacitiveladdernetworkto the inputof a bipolartransistor.
mainbenefitsof the SAWRin thisapplication
are improvedspurious responseand a lowerseriesresonanceresistance.Fig. 3

Maximum

280.140

35

60

2.O

2.5

3.0

10,000

18,000

ResonantSeries
ResistanceRr (O)

r ar-.

IDT Interfinger
^^^^^i+^^^^
vapdurtdt
tuv

co(pF)
UnloadedQ
SpuriousMode
Response(dB)
(fo*300 kHz)

-6

-8,5

Two-portprototypepackageddeviceshavea seriesresonance
resistanceof less than 240 ohms and one-halfof the one-port
interfinger
capacitanceper port.All measurements
are madein a

Fig.2. The SAWRshownin Fig. 1 ts packaged rn a standard
crystalpackage as shown above.
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Fig.3. Frequency response for (a) a typical 280-MHz oneport SAWRcompared to (b) atypical eleventh-oveftonebulkacoustic-wave cry stal.
displaysthe frequencyresponseof a typical280-MHzSAWRand
the bulk-wavecrystalit replaces.The rmprovedclose-inspurious
responseof the SAWRdecreasesthe oscillator'sphase noise.
The spur at fo+300 kHz is a transversecavitymode that could be
suppressedby a simpleredesignof the lDTs.However,the spur
causes no degradationof the oscillatorperformancefor the currentapplicationand so a redesignis unnecessary.Precisefabricationcontrolallowspredetermination
of the amountof feedback
needed for oscillationand the amountof lnductanceneeded to
resonateout the interfingercapacitance.
As a direct replacemenlthe SAWR must be packaged as a
one-portdevice. This resultsin decreasedout-otband rejection
and higher bypass interfingercapacitance.New applications
could use a two-port configuration,which offers much better
off-resonancerejectionand eliminatesthe need to tune out the
bypass capacitance.The 280-MHzSAW device can be useo ro
providefrequencystabilityfor any oscillatorconfigurationor filtering in many circuitdesigns.

two-port SAWRs,rather than one-port,to make the needfor
further filtering unnecessary.In the common-emitteroscillator of Fig. 9a the SAWR provides resonant feedbackfrom
the collector to the base.Inductors are used to remove the
reactance(at resonance)caused by IDT capacitance.The
impedanceand admittance elementsZr, Y t, 22 and Y 2 arc
chosen to hansform the impedancesbetween the SAWR
and the transistorfor optimum power transferand the lowest phasenoise, Low phasenoise is achievedby maximizing the power transfer through the SAW device while retaining a high loaded Q.
The common-baseconfiguration (Fig. 9b) has potentially
lessnoisenearthe frequencyof oscillation becauseno noise
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signal can be present at the base, which avoids the high
noise current gain between base and collector. However,
this oscillator is only conditionally stable which leads to
the possibilities of spurious oscillations, squegging, and a
higher noise floor far away from the fundamental signal
than exhibited by the common-emitter oscillator. The
SAWR provides feedback between the emitter and the collector. Since the current gain is less than unity, the LC
network transforms the impedance of the SAWR at the
collector to achieve a power gain large enough to cancel the
losses in the loop. These elements are also selected to ensure high power transfer and a zero phase condition around
the loop.

Output

(b)

Fig, 9, SAW oscillatorsusing two-port SAWRsin a common-emitteror Pierce circuit (a) and a
common-base circuit (b).

These two oscillator configurations exemplify the manner in which the well-establishedtechnology of bulk-wave
resonatorscanbe readily translatedinto the UHF range(300
to 3000 MHz) by the use of SAW resonators.
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PhysicalSensorsUsingSAW Devices
by J. FlemingDias
TYPICAL SURFACE-ACOUSTIC-WAVE(SAW)
delay line as describedon page3 has two interdigital transducers(IDTs)that arephotolithographically
defined on an ST-cutquartz substratewith a known separation betweenthem. If this delay line is stretchedalong the
propagation direction or bent as a cantilever beam, the
surfaceof the substratebecomesstressed.The surfacestress
causesan elongation of the substratewhich in turn increasesthe center-to-centerdistancebetweenthe two IDTs.
Moreover,if the level of the stressis high, the elastic constantsand density of the material change,causingthe value
of the surface-wavevelocity v, to change.Elongation and
velocity changesare also brought about by changesin the
ambient temperature. These parameter changes allow a
SAW delay line to function as a temperature, pressure,
force, or displacementsensor.A rather elegantmethod of
using a delay line in a practical sensoris to introduce it in
the feedbackloop of an amplifier to obtain an oscillator
whose frequency is a function of the surfacestress.l'2
Fig. 1 shows the schematicrepresentationof a delay line
oscillator,in which the total phaseshift around the loop is
given by
(1)
)d:do*Ado*d"*
where @6:<,.rr:2rrfLlvs
is the phaseshift experiencedby a
wave haveling from an input IDT to a similar IDT situateda
distanceL from it. A@sis the incrementalphaseshift caused
by stressingthe substrateandior changing its temperature.
@"*is the extra phaseshift introduced by the amplifier and
matching network. The phase shift @6through the delay
Iine is usually much greaterthan @"*.When ) {: znzr(n is
an integer) and the total insertion loss around the loop is
lessthan the amplifier gain,the systemoscillates.The oscillator generatesa comb of frequenciesgiven approrimately
by nvr/L. Due to the inherent sin x/x responseof a simple
IDT, only some of the modes are sustainedand in practice

only one mode at a time will be excited becauseof nonlinearities in the amplifier.
For a given mode, any perturbation in the loop phase
forcesthe systemto alter the oscillator frequency to compensatefor this changeby adjusting the total phaseshift to
be a multiple of.2rr. From equation (1) the oscillator frequency will change when L and v" are altered (assuming
that {"* remains constant).In crystalline quartz, the fractional changein SAW velocity is a small factor compared
to the surface strain caused by an elongation in L. We
can therefore expect a decreasein oscillator frequency
when L is increasedby applying direct axial tension to
the substrate.
An oscillator of the type describedabovealso undergoes
an undesired change in frequency with temperature as
shown in Fig. 2. The parabolicnatureofthe curve forcesone
to operate the sensor at the turnover temperature where
there is a reduced effecton the frequency.In the early years
of SAW development, fack Kusters at HP computed the
turnover temperaturesof several rotated Y-cuts of quartz
and those results are shown in Fig. 3. For comparison,the
experimentalresults obtained later are also shown.
A force transducerwas built using a cantileveredstructure as shown in Fig. 4 where the surfaceacoustic wave
propagatesin the X-direction of a rotated Y-cut quartz substrate.The freeend of the cantileverwas loadedwith known
weights and the frequencyof the oscillatorwas measuredas
a function of the total weight.
Even though the crystal cut was chosento yield a turnover point nearroom temperature,the variation of the oscillator frequency with temperaturewas still a major limitation. Thus, to obtain an improved degree of temperature
stability and double the force sensitivity, surface waves
were propagatedon both faces of the substrateusing two
pairs of IDTs.The IDTs locatedon oppositefaceswere offset
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to minimize crosstalk,and ground-planeshields were included as shown. Each side was associatedwith a separate
oscillator. When the substratewas deflected, one of the
surfaceswas under tension and the other in compression.
Hence, the corresponding shifts in oscillator frequencies
were in opposite directions. Changesin frequency caused
by temperaturevariations,however,were in the samedirection. When the oscillatoroutputs were mixed electronically
and the differencefrequencywas monitored, we observed,
as shown in Fig. 4b, the double force sensitivity that we
expectedand a very reducedsensitivity to temperature.Fig.
5 showsa completeforcetransducerusing the double oscillator configuration.
Using similar schemes,pressuretransducerswere built
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Fig. a. @) Basic contigurationof a force sensor using a cantilevered subsfrate with SAW delay lines on opposite faces.
Ihe responses for each SAW delay line oscillator and their
difference are shown in (b).

Fig, 5, Photograph of a complete force sensor using doubleoscillator deslgn.
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solely from quartz to eliminate the problem of matching the
temperature coefficients of various parts of the sensor.
Sensors can also be made from the resonator configurations described on page 13.3 An example of a pressure
transducer is shown in Fig. 6, where the resonator is located
in the middle of a diaphragm and the pressure is applied to
the opposite face. The change in oscillator frequency is
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tance given by George Nelson and Henry Yoshida in processing the quartz substrates. Rend Cook and Dorothy Hollars were responsible for the intricate photolithography
work and wire bonding of the IDTs. Al Benjaminson designed the wideband amplifiers and together with Ed Karrer provided many helpful ideas on sensor applications.
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ProximityEffectGorrectionsby Meansof
Processing:Theoryand Applications
HP'selectronbeam lithographysystemhasbeen used to
evaluatemethodsof reducingthe unwantedeffectsof
electronscattering.
by PaulRissmanand MichaelP.C.Watts
proximity
I N ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY, the
is the unwanted exposure of resist caused by eleceffect
I
I trons scattering in the resist layer and from the substrate. This leads to pattern features different from those
designed. It is a major limitation to the fabrication of highresolution integrated circuit devices by means of electron
beam lithography. The proximity effect has been investigated by means of a computer model, and processing
methods that can improve pattern fidelity have been explored. Significant reduction in the proximity effect can
be achieved by two methods: the small-beam approach and
multilayer resist techniques. Both of these methods have
been tested experimentally on the HP eJectron beam lithography system described in these pages in May 1981.1
The cause of proximity effect may be seen in Fig. 1, which
shows the calculated trajectories of 100 electrons incident
at a point on a silicon surface coated with a layer ofresist 0.4
pm thick.2 The range of the scattered electrons is large;
energy can be distributed as far as 6pm from the point being
exposed. The way that this scattering affects the lithographic results is illushated by Fig. 2, which shows modeling data for 0.4 ptm of PMMA* electron-sensitive resist on
silicon exposed by single scans of a 0.5-pcm-diameter
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Fig, 1, The calculated trajectoiles of 100 electrons with an
energy of 20 kev incident on a 0.4-pn-thick PMMA resistlayer
on a silicon substrale (from Kyser and Murata2).

Fig,2. Proximiu effect for linesexposed wth a single scan of
a 0.5-pm-diameterbeam into a 0.4-pm-thicklayer of PMMA
resislon a siliconsubstrate.The pixelwidth is 0.5 pm. Shown
are modeledprofilesof the developedresistfor (a) the centrcl
regionoffive0.5-pn-wide Iineswith0.S-pn-wide spacingand
(b) an isolated 0.5-gn-wide line. (c) shows (a) and (b)
superimposed for comparison. (d) SEM photograph of experimental result for five equal lines and spaces in PMMA.
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20-keVelectronbeam.Fig. 2a shows the result for the central region of a seriesof five 0.S-g,m-widelines and spaces
(the lines are the exposedregions), and Fig. 2b shows the
result for an isolated 0.S-pm-wide line. The width of the
centerline of the line-spacecombinationis 50% larger than
that of the isolatedline. The resistwall angleis sloping,and
thereis considerablethinning ofthe resistin the unexposed
region. Fig. 2d shows a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) picture of several0.S-pm lines and spacesexposed
on the HP electron beam lithography system.The experimental and model profiles are in good agreement.
Various methods have been used to limit the proximity
effect.The most widely used method involves preprocessing the input dataand modifying the doseat exposuretime.
This method has beenused with vector-scanelectronbeam
systems.3
A secondmethod also involves preprocessingthe
input data; the exposureshapesare modified by the addition or subtractionof scansto achievea uniform dose.This
method has been applied to elecfon beam systemsthat are
modified electronmicroscopes,where the smallestpatterns
are formed by many beam scans.a
In our work, other methods,which do not preprocessthe
input data, have been used to limit the proximity effect.
Someof thesetechniquesinvolve specialresistprocessing,
hence the term: proximity effect correction by processing.
These processing techniques reduce proximity effect by

minimizing the effect of backscattered electrons and reducing their number.
The model for electron beam exposure and development,
which was written by Steve Eaton and Armand Neukermans, is described in the box on page 24. This model is an
extremely useful tool for the process engineer to gain an
understanding ofthe exposure and development ofpositive
electron resist (i.e., exposed areas are removed when the
resist is developed). Simulation parameters such as exposure dose and development time can be varied easily. Variables such as resist contrast or substrate material, which are
not so readily adjusted experimentally, can be changed
quickly to gain an understanding of their relationship to
electron beam lithography performance.s
Modeling data can be used to improve the understanding
of the process by plotting the resist profile as a function of
development time. Fig. 3 illustrates this for a 0.S-g,m line
written with one. two. and four scans of an electron beam
that has a Gaussian intensity profile along its diameter and
beam diameters of 0.5, 0.25, and 0.t25 pm, respectively
(Fig. a). The contours represent the line profile at 25-second
development-time intervals. It can be seen that iinewidth
control is enhanced by writing lines with multiple beam
scans. In addition, proximity effect is reduced by the use of
multiple beam scans. However, there is a penalty paid in
this approach because ofthe increased amount of data to be
handled and the increased exposure time, For an increase
by a factor n in the number of scans per critical dimension
the beam must address n2 additional pixels.
The use of a single scan for critical dimensions has distinct advantages in terms of increased throughput. There
are disadvantages, however, most specifically the problem
of lines written perpendicular to the raster-scan direction.
As the HP electron beam system is presently configured,
these lines consist of individual blankings of the beam.
Thus they will appear as tangentially connected spots if the
proximity effect is totally eliminated and the single-scan
approach is used.
Cu,rent Oensity

'rr.".

1.S

,oO",,rg datafor resist profites
at2s-second intervals
during development for a 0.5-prn-wide isolatedline exposed
with(a) one scanof a0.5-pn-diameterbeam,(b)two adjacent
scans of a 0.25-gn-diameter beam, and (c) four adjacent
scans of a 0.125-pm-diameterbeam.
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Fig.4, Gausslanelectron beam current density profile showing how beam diameter is defined.

MultilayerResist
Multilayerresistsystemsarea usefulmethodto extend

No Proximity

the range of optical lithography.s't''o A thick bottom layer
allows good step coverage and provides a means of smoothing the substrate surface. Multilayering can also limit the
proximity effect by placing the electron-sensitive layer outside the range of the electrons backscattering from the substrate surface. Modeling data indicates that, as the thickness
of the bottom absorbing layer is increased, the proximity
effect is reduced. For bottom layers thicker than 2.5 pm no
further reduction is obtained because backscattering from
the bottom layer then becomes the significant contribution
to proximity effect.
Fig. 7a shows modeling data for a 3-pm-thick polymer
absorbing layer. The improvement over the data displayed
in Fig. 2 is evident. The linewidths are nearly the same and
almost all of the initial resist thickness remains in the unexposed region. The resist wall slope reflects the Gaussian
intensity profile of the 0.S-pm diameter electron beam used
for exposure. Further improvement can be obtained by
using a small beam approach with a multilayer shucture.
The modeling data in Fig. 7b shows the result for a 0.3-pcm(continuedon page 25)

1.2.3.4.5.6
Beam Diameter (rrm) in 0.5-rrm Pixel

Fig.5. Variationof proximity effect as the beam diameter is
varied in a 0.5-W pixel.
Line/Space Profile

Small-BeamApproach
In conventional electron beam lithography, the beam
diameter fwidth at half maximum intensity) is chosen to be
beam is used with
the same as the pixel width [i.e., a 0.5-trr.m
a 0.S-pm-wide pixel). The modeling indicates, however,
that this may not be the optimum approach. For a 0.S-pcmwide pixel, a minimum proximity effect can be found at a
beam diameter of about 0.3pm (see Fig. 5). This minimum
can be explained by considering the energy delivered into
the pixel and noting that at the 0.5-pm beam diameter, the
energy is not maximized..6'7
The reduction in the proximity effect can be seen in Fig.
6, which shows modeling data similar to that shown in Fig.
2, but for a 0.3-pm-diameter beam. The linewidth for the
Iine/space combination is closer to that for the isolated line,
indicating a reduction of the proximity effect. AIso, the
resist profiles have steeper slopes and the resist remaining
in the unexposed areas is sufficient to protect the underlying layer during pattern etching. Linewidth control is improved by a factor of four over the result for a 0.S-g.mbeam.
Experimental results confirm the predictions of the model.
Fig. 6b is an SEM photograph of O.s-pm-wide lines and
spaces exposed with a 0.28-g,m-diameter electron beam.
The profiles are much improved over those obtained with a
0.S-trr.m
beam (Fig. 2).
The small-beam approach reduces the proximity effect
and makes greater linewidth control possible, but it also
reduces machine throughput because the reduction in
beam diameter leads to a smaller beam current lbeam current density is approximately constant).

Fig.6. Proximityeffect reduction in lines exposed under the
sameconditionsas for Fig. 2 except that the beam diameteris
reduced to 0.3 gn, (a) Superimposed for comparison are
modeled profilesol the developed resistfor the central region
of five 0.5-prn-widelines with 0.5-Fn-wide spacing and an
line.(b) SEMphotographola crosssecisolated0.5-1t"-wide
tion through live equal lines and spaces in PMMA.
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Monte Carlo Simulations for Electron Beam Exposures
by ArmandP. Neukermans
and StevenG. Eaton
Whenenergeticelectrons(20 kev) interactwith matterthey
penetrate
and scatterquiteappreciablyon a microscopic
scale.
Forinfinitely
thicktargets,thisbehaviorcan be describedanalytically in termsol forwardand backwardscattereddistributions.
Thisanalytical
approachbecomesdifficultwhenmultiple-layered
structures
such as resistson siliconmust be studied.
A fewyearsago a MonteCarlomethodwas developed,initially
from alloys.l Later the technique
to describe backscattering
wascarriedoverto proximityproblemsin electronlithography.
As
the nameMonteCarloimplies,dice,or moreapproporiately
random numbers,are used to simulatethe behaviorof electrons
statistically.
Suppose,for example,thatan electroncan causeone of three
207.,B witha probabilityof
events:Awith
a probabilityof
50%, or
. e g e n e r a t ea r a n d o m n u m b e ra
C w i t h 3 0 % p r o b a b i l i t yW
(O<a<1)and decidethat A happensfor 0<a<0.2, B occursfor
0 . 2< a < 0 . 7 ,a n d C o c c u r sf o r 0 . 7< a < 1 . l l t h er a n d o mn u m b e irs
trulyrandom,over a large numberof trialsthe threeeventswill
occurthe correctnumberof times.In a verysimilarway,we can
describeprocessesthat have continuousprobabilitydensjties.
forexample,a f ictitious
Consider,
electronscatteringprocess,as
illustrated
in Fig. 1a. All scatteringanglesare possible,but not
equallyprobable.We generatefrom this graph a cumulative
(Fig.1b).Eachrandistribution
by integration
and normalization
dom numbera is made to correspondto a scatteringangle as
indicated.Again,over manyevents,scatteringaccordingto the
patternof Fig. 1a will occur This basic procedurewith some
variantsallowsus to simulateverycomplexproblems,provided
we knonithe probabilities
of all possibleeventsand repeatthe
processenoughtimesto obtainstatistically
meaningfuldata.
Consideran electronapproachinga resist layer on silicon
undernormalincidence.Sincewe know its energy,we know its
meanfree path,the rate at which it is losingenergy(the Bethe
witheachof
energylossformula2)
and itsprobability
of interaction
the atomsof the resist(C H, O, C|,...).lt travelsin a straightline
untilit collideswithone of the resistatoms,whereuponit scatters
(screenedRutherford
lts directionis now
elastically
scattering3).
changed,its energy is slightlydifferentfrom beJore,and the
energylossrateand interaction
cross-section
are slightlymodified.This processis continueduntilthe energyof the incomrng
Scattering
Probability
Density

Cumulative
Probability
Density

I
i

0
Fig, 1. /l scatteringanglesoccur randomlyaccordtngto the
probability density (a), their cumulativedistributionis (b), and
eachanglecan be made to correspondto a randomnumbera
as indicated.ln computersimulationswith a randomnumber
generator,scattering according to (a) will be simulated.
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electronis spent,whichmay requireseveralhundredcollisions.
Its positionis monitored,since it may enter the siliconwhere
differentscatteringconditrons
exist,or turnaround(backscatter)
and leavethe resist,in whichcase the calculationis terminated.
The processis repeatedover and over againwith otherelectronsunderidenticalimpactconditions.
The resistspace under
the impact pointis dividedinto a numberof toroidalboxes.As
successiveelectronstraversea box the energy lost by each
electronin that box is registeredand accumulated.
Aftertwentyto thirtythousandelectronimpactsthe dissipated
energydistribution,
as given by the contentof these broxes,
bec o m e s q u i t e s m o o t h .W e n o w h a v e o b t a i n e dt h e t h r e e dimensionalpoint-spreadfunctionof the energy distribution
aroundthe impactpoint.This may be convolvedwith the beam
(usuallyGaussian)and beam strengthto obtainthe
distribution
undera realbeam.Oncethisexposuredatais
energydistribution
knownfor the resist,it can be coupledwitha development
model,
whichdescribeshow the resistdevelopsas a functionof exposure.The BerkeleySAMPLEprogram4was modifiedto do this.
The originalprogramwas writtenin ALGOL on an HP 1000
Computer.Simulatingenoughelectronsrequiredseveraldays,
( c o n t r n u e do n n e x t p a g e )
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long.StevenEatonrewrotethe programin
whichwas prohibitively
assemblylanguageand FORTRANand improvedit to the poant
functionis nowobtainedin oneto two hours.
wherea point-spread
Beamsizesor scan ratesare then convolvedvery rapidlyand the
resultantetch patternsdisplayed.This makesit a very powerful
tool for settingup resistexperimentsand understandingresist
patternsin electronbeam lithography.
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diameter beam. The experimental verification of the multilayer method is shown in Fig. B. The SEM photos show the
center lines of single-scanned 0.S-pm-wide Iines as the
spacing between the lines is varied. Shown are spacings of
0.5;rm, 1 pr.m,1.5 p.m,2.O pm and 4 pm, where lines with
4-g,m spacing can be considered as a series of isolated lines.
There is little linewidth variation; this can be attributed to
the 3-pm-thick absorber Iayer used.
A problem of the multilayer technique is how to transfer
the well-defined features in the thin top resist layer to the
thick bottom layer. In the trilevel process, the pattern is
transferred from the resist image layer to a thin interlayer,
which acts as a mask for oxygen reactive-ion etching of the
thick bottom layer.8 The transfer method is anisotropic,
and aspect ratios as high as 5:1 fdepth:linewidth) can be
achieved. Many materials have been used for the intermediate and base layers. At HP, a silicon interlayer process
was developed for the multilevel resist systems.ll Silicon is
attractive as an interlayer because it is a noncontaminant to
integrated circuit processing, it is resistant to the oxygen
plasma etch, it will not charge during electron beam exposure, and it can be easily deposited by evaporation or sputtering techniques. Typically, Hunt's HPR resist was used as
the bottom layer although PMMA can be used if undercutting of this layer can be tolerated. Fig 9 shows an isolation
level for a RAM device patterned in the bottom layer of the
trilevel structure. For this experiment, PGMA negative electron beam resist was used with a silicon interlayer and 3 pm
of HPR as the bottom layer. The smallest critical dimensions
are 1 !,m.
The elimination of backscattering by the use of multilayer
resist systems has raised an additional concern for direct
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Fig.7, Proximityeffect reduction for linesexposed under the
same conditions as lor Figs. 2 and 4 except that a 3- ymlhick
absorbing polymer layer is used under the 0.4-Wn-thick resist
layer. Shown are modeled profiles of the developed rcsist for
the centralregion of five 0,5-pm-wide lineswith 0.5-Wn-wide
spacing and an isolated0.5-gn-wide line.(a) Bean diameter
0.5 ym (b) Beam diameter0.3 pm

Fig.8. ProximiA effect reduction using multilayer technique.
The SEMphotographsshow the actualwidthsof 0.5-pn-wide
/lnes as the spacing betuveenthe linesis varied from 0.5 yn to
1.0 pm, 1.5 pm,2.0 pn, and 4.0 gn. Themultilayerstructure
conslsls of the patterned layer (0.4-pmlhick layer of PMMA
resrst),the transferlayer (0.07-pm-thicksiliconfilm),and the
absorber layer (3-gnlhick layer of Hunt HPR resist).The
beam diameterin this experimentwas equal to the pixel width.
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thick resist degradesthe fiducial mark signal from that
obtainedwith a singleresistlayer,but the machine is ableto
locate the fiducial mark centers.
Two other techniques of pattern transfer involve twolayer methods.The first is the patterning of thebottom layer
by deep-ultraviolet (UV) radiation.e If the electron-beamsensitivetop layer absorbsUV, a flood UV exposurecan be
used for image transfer.
The secondtechnique involves using a bottom absorber
layer that is electron-beam-sensitive.
If the developerfor the
top layer leavesthe bottom layer unchangedand vice versa,
optimum liftoff* structures can be produced.lo While this
method is limited in its application to producing highaspect-ratioresist shuctures, it does provide a means to
reduce the proximity effect in severalspecial applications
(O.3-pm-widelines and spaces have been fabricated for
surface acoustic wave devices).This method has another
distinct advantage.Becausethe bottom layer is not affected
by the top-layer developer,a pinhole in the top layer will
not be transferredto the metal structure producedby liftoff.
Consequently,extremely thin and hence high-resolution
image layers can be used.
An example of model output and experimental resist
profiles for liftoff structureswith 0.5-pm lines and spacesis
shown in Fig. 11. These structureshave been used to produce surface acoustic wave devices with critical dimensionsof 0.5 pm and 0.3 pm that operateat 1.6GHz and 2.6
GHz, respectively.l2

Fig. 9. Ihrs is a scanning electron micrograph of the isolation
level for a portion of a random-access memory (RAM) pat
terned in the bottom layer of a trilevel resiststructure. The top
layer was exposed in the HP electron beam lithography system. The multilayer process reduces proximity effect and
gives high-aspect-ratio lines ideal for masking dry etch processes. The smallestcritical dimensionsshown are 1 pm.
writing. Since the electron beam itself is used as a probe to
find fiducial marks on the wafer surface, the thick absorber
layer could obscure the fiducial signal. Experiments, however, prove that this is not the case. As shown in Fig. 10,
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(a) Signal on Single-LayerResist
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tLifloff is a processin which a layer,typcally
metal,is despositedon a wafer and the
unwantedportionsare "lified off" by dissolvlngthe res st under them. App cationot the
techniquerequ res the productronoi the mushroomlikeresiststructuresshownin Fig. 11
The undercutstructureallowssolventto get in and dissolvethe stem of the mushroom,
therebyremovinganythingdepositedon the top of the mushroom.The materialdeposrted
betweenthe mushroomsis not removed.
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(b) Signal on MultilayerResist
with 3-pm Bottom Layer

Fig. 10. Photomultiplier output
data from electron beam scans
acrcss four arms of afiducial mark
covered with (a) a thin resistcoating and (b) a multilayer reslst
structure. The centers of the arms
of the mark are indicated by the
broken lines. The signal from the
mark covered with thick resisl ls
degraded,but accuratealignment
/s stl// posslb/e.
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October 1981
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34564
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32260A
Application customizer
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1981
1981
1981
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1981
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1981
1981
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Calibration,electron beam system
HP-41C,82153A
Calculator,bar code input
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472704
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4721OA
Carbon dioxide analyzer
3497A
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Computer model, electron beam exposure
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Iuly
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Iuly
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1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
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and development
Computer site wiring
Control signal interface
Converter, flyback
Converter,sine-wave
Counter
CRT terminal
Crvstal oscillator. SC cut

B
HP-41C,821534
HEDS-3000,821s34

c

99154
601,2l'160244
650004
3497 A,44426l.
2626F.
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July
Apr.

1981
1.981
1981

Crystals,bulk-wave
Current D-to-A converter
Customizer,application

July
July
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D-to-A converter,voltage
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92080A
DATACAP/I000 data capture software
26264
Data communication ports, dual
3054DL
Datalogging
Decompressor,pattern data
Deflector,octopole and quadrupole
Delay lines, SAW
Design, VLSI
HEDS.sOOO
DetectorIC
34574,444254
Digital input
34974.444284
Digital output
47OOA
Digitally controlled plotter
9111A/T
Digitizing, capacitive-coupling
26264
Display station
HPWR-6501
DMOS process
6012A16024A
Downprogrammer,power supply
34564
D\M
3457 A
DVM module

Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Dec.
May
Oct.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

47OOA
ECG
8161A
ECL, 10k and 100k, pulse generatorfor
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Electrocardiograph
Electron beam lithography, proximity effect
Electron beam lithography system
Encoder,shaft, optoelectronic HEDS-5000,4700A

Jan.
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May
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1981
1981
1981
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1981
1981
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Factory data collection software
Fast switching signal generator
FET, power
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34974,444304
32260F.

D

control
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Fiducial mark registration
Filter, adaptive matched
Firmware developmenttools
Flexible circuit packaging
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HPWR-6501

75804
10811A/B
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1981
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1981
1981
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1S81
1981
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4752A
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Generator,signal,0.01-t280MHz
86624
Graphicsfor VLSI design
Graphics,interactive system
9111T,13505
9111A/T
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Grating reflectors
47OOA
Grit-wheel paper drive
7580A
Grit-wheel technology
Grounding of computer systems
3497A,444271^
Guarded measurements
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Feb.
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1981
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High-purity signal generator
High-speed electron beam system
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Iuly
Sept. 1981
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Sept.
Apr.
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Impedance test fixtures
Inductor, control
Inductor, resonating
Industrial packaging
Infrared absorption
Integratedcircuit design, VLSI
Integrated circuit process control
network (PCS)
Integratedcircuit processing,rapid
Interactive graphics system (IGS)
Interdigital transducer
Interfering gas compensation
Inventory control system
I/O bus, drafting plotter

4752A.
160954
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99154
472704
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Nov.
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Feb.
Feb.
Nov.
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IuIy
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Feb.
Mar.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1s81
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

June
June
Apr.
Jan.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1S81
1981
1381
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1981

Sept.1981
Sept.1981
Apr. 1981

Pen control, velocity and position
Penlift control electronics
Penlift mechanism
Phase-locked loops, signal generator
Phase noise, low, signal generator
Platen design
Plotting, low-mass, low-inertia
Plotting, low-mass, low-inertia

Plug-in assemblies
34974,3054A,34984
Power disturbances
Power supplies, autoranging
601,2A16024A
200/1000w
Power supplies, modular, 50W
65000A
Power supply, switching, signal generator 8662A
Probe,temperature
10023A
Processcontrol network, integrated circuit
Processing,IC, rapid
Production scheduling system
32260A
Programmablecalculator,
HP-41C,82153A
bar-codeinput
Proximity effect in electron beam
lithography
Pulmonary monitor
472'tOA
Pulse generator,100 MHz, 1.3 ns
8161,{
Purchaseorder tracking system
322601.

o
1981

Quick-turnaround

Aug.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Rectifier,Schottky
65000,{
HEDS-3000,HEDS-1000
ReflectedJightsensor
34s7A
Real-timeclock, nonvolatile
Reliability testing
9915A
Resonators,SAW
47ooA
Rhythm function
32260A
Routings and workcenters

R

4721,O4
32260}.
7580A

Jan.
luly
July
Dec.
Oct.
Apr.

s
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.

K
L
fune
Feb.

1981
1981
1981
1981

Laboratorypower supplies
Lithography, electron beam
Logic simulation, VLSI
Low-noise signal generator

Aug.
Ap..
May
Nov.
Dec.

1981
1S81
1981
1981
1981

IuIy
Apr.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Dec.
Apr.

1981
1381
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Magnetic components,200 kHz
Materials managementsystem
Memory, pattern
Micro-grip drive
Model, electronbeam exposureand
development
Modular computer
Monitor, application
MOSFET fabrication
MOSFET, power
Motor, filter wheel, miniature
Multilayer resist techniques
Multi-Slope II

60]21.160241'
8662,\

M
650004
322601'
7580A
99154
322604
HPWR-6501
HPWR-6501
472104
34564

N

o

Iuly
Oct.
Mar.

1981
1981
1sB1
1981
1981

65000A
OEM power supplies
Ohms measurement,wide dynamic range 34564
Operatorinterfacecard
99154
HEDS-5000
Optoelectronicmodules
10811A/B
Oscillator, crystal, SC cut

Oct.
Nov.
Apr.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1981
1981
1981
1381
1981
1981

Paper drive, plotter
Paper drive, plotter
Parts and bills of material
Pen capping and selection
Pen carousel
Pen carriage design

Aug.
Apr.

1981
1S81
1981
fune 1381
Sept. 1981
1981
July
Dec. 1981
Nov. 1981
Oct. 1981
Feb. 1981
Feb. 1981
June 1981
Dec. 1981
Aug. 1981
Dec. 1381

SAW fabrication
Scattering, electron, in resist
10811A/B
SC cut crystal oscillator
Schematic input, VLSI
81614
Schottky TTL, pulse generator for
99154
Self-test capability
Sensors, SAW
75BOA
Servomechanism, drafting plotter
Servomechanism IC
86624
Shearing wedge
8662A
Signal generator 0.01-1280 MHz
Simulation of VLSI circuits
Simulation of electron beam exposures
650004
Sine-wave power conversion
Small-beam approach in electron beam

Nov.
Feb.
Sept.
Apr.
Iuly
Mar.
fune
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Aug.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Smart pen module
Spectral purity
Staircase generator
Standard product cost system
Strain gauge/bridge plug-in
Shess compensated crystal cut
Structured design, VLSI
Surface-acoustic-wave devices
Sweetheart technology
Sweetheart technology
Switching regulated power

fune
Feb.

1981
1s81

supplies, 200 kHz
Symbolic artwork preparation,VLSI
Synthesizedsignal generator
0.1-1280MHz

Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.

1981
1381
1981
1S81
1981
1981

Temperatureprobe
Temperature,turnovet
Temperature,turnover
Terminal, computer, CRT
Terminal managementtool
Thermocouple compensation

ll+L^--^--L-.
rr Lrrutsr dPrry

7s80A
8662A
81614
322601'
34574,44427AIB

4700F.
75804
65000A

8662A

T

P

198l
DEcETvBER
30 rewrerr-pecKAnDJoURNAL

IC processing

fune

J

Aug.
May

7s80,{
75804
7580,{
86624
86624
75804
4700l.
7580,{

47004
7580A
322604
75804
75804
7580A

Ian.
Iuly

100234

2626F.
920804
34574,444221'

Iuly
Ian.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

30544
Transducer curve fitting
3457l.,444214
Trarlsducer measurements
650004
Transformer, power
Transducer, force
Transducer, pressure
Transducer,SAW
Transients, ac power line
81614
Transition time, variable
Transistor characterization program
3497A,444214
Tree switch
Two-out-of-five bar code

)une
Mar.

1981
1981

University research, industry support
User interface design

Iuly
Iuly
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Aug.
Sept.
june

Aug.
June
Mar.
Iuly
Mar.
June
Iuly
Aug.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Vertical MOSFET
HPWR.6501
Very-large-scaleintegratedcircuit design
Video control chip (VCCI
2626A
Video interface
9915A
Virtual terminals
2626A
VLSI design
Voltage D-to-A converter
3497A,44425A
Voltage regulation, sine-wave
65000A

Ian.
Mar.
Aprl
Mar.

1981
1981
1981
1981

Wand,bar-codereading
Windows, CRT terminal
Work order control system
Workspaces, CRT terminal

w

U
26264

x

V
Jan. 1981
Seot. 1981
fune 1981

HEDS-3000,82153A
2626A
32260A
2626A

Y

Vector-scangraphics
9111T,13505
47924
Vector ratio detector
Verification, design and artwork, VLSI

Nov.

1981

Y-axis arm

PART3: ModelNumberIndex
Model

Product

HP.41C
HP-854
HP 1000
HEDS-1OOO

Calculator
Personal Computer
Computer
High-Resolution Reflectance
Sensor
Display System
Display Station
Digital Bar Code Wand
Automatic Data Acquisition/
Control System
Data Acquisition/Control
System
Automatic Data Logging
System
System Voltmeter
Digital Voltmeter

1350s
2626F^
HEDS-3OOO
30544
3054C
3054DL
3437A
34564
3497A

Month/Year

Data Acquisition/Control
Unit
Extender
LF Impedance Analyzer
PageWriter Cardiograph
EncoderKit
Power Supply
Power Supply
Power MOSFET
Drafting Plotter
Pulse Generator

3498A
4192,t
47001^
HEDS-5OOO
60124
60244
HPWR-6501
75804
81614

86624

Ian.
IuIy
Iuly
Ian.

1981
1981
1981
1981

Ian.
Mar.
Ian.
July

1981
1981
1981
1981

Iuly

1981

9111A
98728
99154
100234
108114JB
143604
143614
16095,t
160964
32260F.
444271'

Iuly

1981

444221l

Iuly
Apr.
IuIy
July

1981
1981
1981
1981

444251.

Iuly
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug'
Nov.
Sept.

1981
1981
1981
1S81
1981
1 9 81
1 9 81
1981
1981

444284
444291.

444261'
444271^18

444304
47270l^
65000A Series
821534
92080A

SynthesizedSignal
Generator
Graphics Tablet
Graphics Plotter
Modular Computer
Temperature hobe
Crystal Oscillator
COz Sensor
Airway Adaptor
Probe Test Fixture
Test Fixtures
Materials ManagemenU3000
2O-ChannelGuarded
Acquisition
20-ChannelThermocouple
Acquisition
16-ChannelIsolatedDigital
Input
100-kHzReciprocalCounter
1O-ChannelStrain Gauge/
Bridge Assembly
16-Channel Actuator Output
Dual-Output 0-+10V
D-to-A Converter
Dual-Output 0-20 mA or
4-2OmA D-to-A Converter
Capnometer
Power Supplies
Wand
DATACAPiIOOO

Feb. 1981
Ian.
Nov.
Iuly
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Apr.
Iuly

1981
1981
1981
1381
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

July

1981

Iuly

1981

July
Iuly

1981
1981

Iuly
Iuly

1981
1981

Iuly

1981

Sept.
Aug.
Ian.
Ian.

1981
1981
1981
1981

Feb.
Dec.
Oct.
fune
Aug.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Dec.
May
Dec.
Oct.
IuIy
Mar.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

PART4: AuthorIndex
A
Adams, CharlesA.
Ainsworth, Gerald L,
Apte, Ravi M.
Aue, Peter

Mar.
Feb.
]une
Sept.

1981
1981
1981
1981

B
Bailey, Paul W.
Baker,Thomas H.
Baron, Wayne D.
Bartlett, Debra S.
Black, Kyle M.
Borowski, Donald T.
Bracken,Diane F.
Bray, RobertC.
Brooksby,Merrill W.

Aug.
|une
Oct.
Ian.
fune
Feb.
|une
Dec.
|une

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1381
1981
1981

Bugely, Faith L.
Burgoon,J. Robert

May
Mar.

1981
1981

May

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

c
Cannon, Michael J.
Cardwell, SusanM.
Castro,Patricia L.
Chan, Bill S.
Chisholm, Hamilton C.
Chu, Yen C.
Clare, ChristopherR.
Clark, Charles A.
Clarke, Eric L.
Conklin, David R.
Crilly, William J.,Jr.
Cross,Peter S.

Ian.
June
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
June
Apr.
]nly
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.

D
DeVries,RobertL.
Dias, J. Fleming
Dorward, PeterH.
Dowell, Richard I.
DueII, Arthur W.

E
Eaton, StevenG.
, Eidson, lohn C.
Elliott, Scott S.
Epstein, Howard C
Epstein,JamesS.
Estes,Marvin F,

D E C E I \ , I B E1R
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F
Federman,Nancy C.
Flower, Terry L.
Frankel, Andrea K.

Apr.
Nov.
Nov.

1981
1981
1981

Jan.
luly
Mar.

1981
1s81
1S81
1981
1S81
1981

G
Gaullier, Francois
Gilbert, Robert A.
Graham,Gordon C.
Griffin, Daniel l.
Groves, Timothy R.
Gyma, Dennis W.

June
May
Aug.

H
Haase,Wayne C.
Hamilton, Bruce
Hanson,Fred L.
Hardage,P. Kent
Haselby,RobertD.
Hassun,Roland
Haugh, SamuelR.
Haydamack,William f.
Heger,Thomasf.
Hennessee,Lany W.
Hester,Richard L.
Heyl, LawrenceE.
Hsu, Tsen-gongJim
Hyde, John W.

May
May
June
fune
Nov.
Feb.
Nov.
fune
Iuly
Nov.
Iuly
Iuly
May
Aug.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1s81
1981
1981
1981

I
Ishak, Waguih S.
Ives, Fred H.

Dec.
Feb.

1981
1981

J
fones, LawrenceT.
fones, Vincent C.

Apr.
July

1981
1981

K
Kaplan, Ronald l.
Karrer, H. Edward
Kelly, John
Khalily, Ebrahim
Kinsell, David A.
Koerper, StevenJ.
Kovalick, Albert W.
Krieger, ]ohn J.
Kuo, Huei Pei
Kurtz, Barry D.
Kusters,John A.

Nov.
Dec.
May
fune
Ian.
Oct.
Feb.
Sept.
May
Apr.
Mar.

1981
1S81
1981
1981
1S81
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Oct.
Iuly

1981
1981

L
LaBarre, Lawrence
Laing, Virgil L.

Lee, Howard F.
Leonard,Mark G.
Lewis, Robert B.
Li, Victor
Lindberg, Earl E.
Lo, ClementC.
Lubin, Donald L.
Lynch, GeorgeW.

May
Oct.
May
Aug.
May
Oct.
Jan.
Nov.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

M
Martini, Neal f.
Mason, Martin K.
Mathiesen,Donald W.
McCalla, William f.
Merja, CharlesL.
Merick, Edwin B.
Mierzwinski, Marek E.
Mostafa,Hatem E.
Myers, Richard
Myers, Robert L.

Nov.
Oct.
Feb.

1981
1981
1981
fune 1981
May 1S81
Sept. 1981
Dec. 1981
Nov. 1981
Aug. 1981
Aug. 1981

N
Narimatsu,Yoh
Negrete, Marco
Neukermans,Armand P.
Osborne,Ian F.
Overton, Mark A.
Owen, Geraint

Sept. 1981
fune 1981
Dec. 1981

o
May
Nov.
May

1981
1981
1981

fune
Sept.
Nov.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

P
Packard,David
Parker,RussellA.
Patterson,Marvin L.
Peck,RobertD.
Perach,David f.
Platt, David L.

R
July
Apr.
]an.
Ian.
Feb.
Dec.
Aug.
Mar.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

S
Scampini, Steven A.

Hewlett-Packard
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Street,PaloAlto California
94304

Ian.
Apr.
Mar.
Nov.
Mar.
Iuly

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1S81
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

Dec.
Aug.
Aug.
Nov.
June
Oct.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

fan.
Oct.
May

1981
1981
1981

Irrly
Dec.

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

U
Uebbing, John f.

v
w
Watts, Kenneth F.
Watts, Michael P.C.
Weaver,Edward G., fr.
Wiese,John D.
Wilson, Robert L.
Winston, Loretta E.
Wolpert, David L.

Ian.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Iuly

x
Y
Yagi, Kanuyaki
Younge, Robert G.

Sept. 1981
Oct. 1981

z
Zimmer, Donald, fr.

Oct.

Nov.
fune
Feb.
May
Aug.
May
Aug.
Sept.
Dec.
Nov.
Sept.
Nov.
Mar.

T
Terrien, Mark E.
Tiefert, Karl H.
Tsang, Dah Wen
Townsend, Robert S.
Tucker, Michael G.
Tyler, CharlesE.

Ura, Frank

o
Redding, Patricia A.
Ressmeyer,JamesJ.
Revere,Thomas L., ilI
Richard, StevenH.
Richardson,John W.
Rissman,Paul
Roland, W. Vincent
Roy, Jean-Claude

Schaper,Dale W.
Scheffer, Louis K.
Scherer,Dieter
Schudy, RobertB.
Schwartz,Daniel R.
Scudder,Ronald K.
Seipel, Winfried
Shimizu, Takeo
Shreve,William R.
Smith, Richard B.
Solomon, Rodney J.
Son, Myungsae
Staas,Gary C.
Stavely,Donald J.
Steiner, Robert M.
Steinmetz,JamesH.
Stewart,Lowell f.
Sukumar, Srinivas
Sweetser,David f.

Mar.

1981

1981
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